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SACRAMENTO WRITER
CWC Sacramento
Saturday Monthly Meeting,
November 20, 2021 from 1 – 2 p.m.
via Zoom (12:30 chat)
“Get a Book Deal with a Publisher” with
Randy Peyser, Book Broker
There’s the book you want to write and
the book a publisher will buy. Are
they the same book?
Learn:
▪What topics are hot and what’s
not.
▪The quickest way to get an
agent or publisher to stop in their
tracks.
▪The 1 thing to absolutely not do if
you are serious about getting a
publishing contract.
▪Details about your writing that
publishers always look for.
▪ The biggest mistakes authors make.
Randy Peyser edits and ghostwrites books and gets authors
book deals with literary agents and publishers. Books on:
Hallmark TV, Oprah Magazine, TIME, The Wall Street Journal
and USA Today Bestseller Lists, and airport bookstores. She
is the author of Crappy to Happy; The Power of Miracle
Thinking; and The Write-a-Book Program.
www.AuthorOneStop.com.

Please send Newsletter Feedback to
sacramentowriters@gmail.com
www.SacramentoWriters.org

CWC Sacramento is a 501c3 nonprofit educational organization

CWC Sacramento First Friday Networking Meeting via Zoom
Friday, November 5, 2021, from 10 – 11 a.m. (chat for 15
minutes before meeting begins)
“Plot Flows from Character”
With Scott Evans, University of the Pacific
writing professor, author and editor
There are two kinds of plots: Contrived and Organic.
The contrived plot is imposed upon the characters. Most disaster
movies use this type of plot. A bunch of random characters are forced
to deal with some kind of disaster—a forest fire, a flood, the destruction
of the earth by an asteroid (Independence Day, 2012, Day After
Tomorrow). While such stories can be entertaining, they are rarely enduring because the
characters are usually not fully developed and they have little control over their fates. Often,
stock characters are used. These characters contribute little—they are like stage props.
The organic plot grows out of the main characters’ traits, and the characters’ strengths and
weaknesses cause events to take place. Thus, the characters have much more influence over
the events of the story (whether they realize it or not), so the plot is less predictable and,
consequently, more satisfying (Hamlet, The Death of Salesman, To Kill a Mockingbird).
In this presentation, you will learn:
•
•
•
•
•

The difference between contrived and organic plots.
How to create main characters that are “round” instead of “flat”.
How your characters can grow and change as a result of the choices they make and the
events they cause and/or experience.
How to create surprises and less predictable storylines, making the plot more satisfying
to readers.
When and how to use stock characters, versus unique individuals whom you can bring
into your stories.

Scott Evans has taught writing at the University of the Pacific for over 25 years. He is the
author of three “literary” murder mysteries titled Tragic Flaws, First Folio, and Sylvia’s Secret,
as well as a collection of Hemingwayesque short stories, Green Seasons, and two coming-ofage novels, The Complex and Pearl Street. Evans is also the Editor and Publisher of the Blue
Moon Literary & Art Review. Father of three, he lives in Davis, California, with his wife, Cindy.
Please visit his websites at www.scottevansauthor.com and www.bluemoonlitartreview.com.
To access this event, click on the website announcement for the Zoom link.
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Message from Our President,
Kimberly A. Edwards
CWC Sacramento President
Turkey Challenge: A Story Born from Every
Experience!
One October afternoon, my daughter, 6-year-old granddaughter and I
called for road service from a community about 75 minutes away from
home. My daughter’s car wouldn’t start when the races we had come
to see were over. She wanted to call GEICO, but I insisted that we
proceed with the company I pay dues to annually. The car problem
was initially thought to be the battery. Three men from the racetrack tried to help and speculated that the
problem was electrical – the key wasn’t communicating with the car. My roadside provider informed me that the
ETA was 3:35 p.m.
As time passed, we called the roadside service several times requesting an update, but there seemed to be no
revision in ETA as the clock ticked past 4 p.m. During one of those calls, we reported the problem was not the
battery, and that we would need a tow to Sacramento. As spectators left the area, they warned us to not be
there after dark.
On a subsequent call, the agent promised he would contact the dispatcher to call me back, as we were
becoming alarmed. My daughter grew increasingly vocal about calling GEICO due to their reputation for good
service, but I swore that my company would not let us down. When no dispatcher had called us back and the
area around us had emptied – and further realizing we were in a gravel pit not visible to the street, I called yet
again.
With the agent on the phone, my daughter panicked when she could not raise the car windows due to the
electrical malfunction. She thought she saw figures crawling down the surrounding slopes. Grabbing our purses,
we abandoned the car and ascended a nearby levee. The agent said he was not allowed to give me the
telephone number of the delayed service vehicle, even as I screamed that my cell phone battery was growing
weak. I demanded to speak to a supervisor, who explained that the call had been routed as a battery problem,
not a tow, resulting in the long delay.
Finally, I gave up on the company I had sent dues to for five decades. We called GEICO. The driver stayed in
contact until he arrived, almost immediately. He mounted the car on the flatbed truck and drove us to
Sacramento.
If you were to turn this story into a personal essay:
-Who would be the best narrator?
-What is the narrator’s premise or assumption and how are these tested?
-What events in the story would make the best scenes?
-How could conflict between mother and daughter enrich the story?
-What range of emotions would the three generations experience and how would it show?
-What role could the three men who tried to help play in advancing the story?
-What sounds and other devices could increase the tension?
-How would you describe the area the car was stuck in and contrast it with the ride home?
Keep in mind, there’s no right or wrong answer to these questions – they are individual considerations when
developing a story! Happy Turkey Day!
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MEMBER NEWS
The Jack London Awards
Every two years, the California Writers Club branches have the opportunity to
honor outstanding volunteer service by an individual. The merit of the award
is in service, independent of wri=ng achievements. The Jack London Service
Award, and the Ina Coolbrith Award honoring service at the state level, are
considered the highest honors bestowed upon a member by CWC.
There were 20 honorees in October 2021. The Sacramento branch awardee is
Marcia Ehinger, M.D., a California na=ve and re=red physician (pediatrics,
women’s health, gene=cs), and our newsleMer content editor. Marcia is a
member of the Board, has presented “early bird” topics at monthly mee=ngs
and helped with programs. She is currently serving on the branch’s ﬁrst ever
anthology commiMee. To quote the award ceremony brochure, “Marcia
brings a smile, a helping hand, and posi=ve energy to any topic or mee=ng.
She is truly a Sacramento branch treasure.”
Thank you to Marcia, and to all of our volunteers, who make our club oﬀerings and events so memorable.

Sandra S. Navarro sent this informa=on about her latest Cornsilk Press book:
For most of us, we are not what we eat. Rather, we are formed by memories of food made in the kitchens of our
childhood. A recent dinner guest commented on my apron. “Old school,” he said. My guest’s comment triggered
thoughts of my mother during my mid-century childhood. This book highlights aspects of my mother’s cooking and
kitchens which seem an=quated, interes=ng, or even amusing today, ﬁYy to seventy years hence.
She Always Wore an Apron: Tales of My Mother’s Mid-Century Cooking and Kitchens
Available at Amazon.com.
Hello Friends!
I produced a music video, Yuba Twenty-Twenty in July/August 2020
to create some much needed posi=ve energy. The pandemic, riots,
poli=cs, and hate on social media all had me feeling preMy down. I
randomly entered Yuba Twenty-Twenty into the Yuba SuMer Arts &
Culture 2021 Film Fes=val. Yuba City is a 45-minute drive. If it got
accepted, my daughter Hannah and I could go watch our ﬁlm on
the big screen!
When "Chris Hennessy" was announced as the fes=val winner, my
jaw-dropped from surprise and the feeling of accomplishment.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
UPCOMING SPEAKERS for CWC Sacramento (all
via Zoom)
December 3 First Friday, Christine L. Villa, children’s picture
books
December 18 Saturday Monthly, Denise Pate, Coordinator of
Oakland’s Cultural Funding Program, “Grants for Writers”
January 15 Saturday Monthly, Mike Larsen, agent “Guerilla
Marketing for Writers”
February 19 Saturday Monthly, Kathy Lynne Marshall, “How
to Organize Your Manuscript for Self-Publication”

Mining for Gold: Description, Detail, and Delivery. This course improves
our descriptive skills to illuminate our non-fiction work as well as poetry, stories,
novels. Open to both literary and prose stylists, this course guides us through an
inspiring examination of description in its many forms. With thoughtful
instruction and engaging exercises, we’ll develop greater skill in using the
senses and powers of observation so important in creating memorable work.
We’ll uncover the rich, evocative words that accurately portray our mind’s
images. We’ll examine dozens of descriptive passages written by master poets
and authors to inform our process. We’ll also learn how to weave our writing
together using description as a unifying thread. An inspirational class that will
jumpstart your writing year. Tuesday evenings, 6 – 8 p.m., Zoom, January 11March 15, 2022, $25/class, pay-as-you-go. Please enroll with Gini
Grossenbacher, M. Ed., certificated editor, Elk Grove Writers & Artists.
Email: ginis.writers1@gmail.com
Writers Digest University is hosting a review of your first 10 pages – fiction or nonfiction,
by an agent, November 4 – 7, 2021. Authors will send their 10 pages (maximum 2500
words) back and forth during that time, making suggested corrections. Then, the agents will
have until December 6 to give final comments. Virtual seating is limited. $199. Attendees will
also have access to a webinar discussing story structure.
See: Writersonlineworkshops.com/courses/agent

CONTACT US: If you would like to leave questions, comments, or information for the
newsletter or the club, the website has a “Contact” tab. [cwcsacramentowriters.org]
Also, the last page of every newsletter has a list of members in club positions and their
contact email addresses.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Mastering Meetup.com and
Other Tips for Club Growth
The methods for reaching today’s socially conscious and techsavvy audience may require different steps than what worked
in the past. Does your CWC Branch have a MeetUp.com
account or have you been considering one? What outreach
changes have you made during the pandemic?
Whether you are a branch organizer or a writer, if you want to
know more about reaching a wider audience, join us on Zoom
for an interview with a marketing professional on Tuesday,
November 23, 2021 at 6 pm. We have arranged for this expert
to share his insider knowledge and guide us toward success in
this format designed to increase your branch membership.
Brian Gaps is the CWC branch president and 2021 Jack London recipient for Orange County. He will
share techniques used to grow club membership in a year in which most branches lost members.
Equally vital to the future success of the club is that the new members’ average age is an estimated 25
years younger than the club’s traditional membership.
The OC club’s Meetup.com group exceeds 900 members and email guest list has climbed toward 200
opt-in subscribers converted from social media platforms. Average Zoom attendance consistently
meets or exceeds pre-pandemic live audience sizes.
Brian is currently a senior copywriter working in the advertising and marketing industry. He is a former
partner at a boutique digital agency and co-hosted a marketing radio show on KLAA AM830. He taught
an 11-year-old how to build a YouTube channel that reached over 50 million views.
Statewide CWC president Roger Lubeck observed during the recent Jack London Awards ceremony,
“This is the guy other branches should listen to.”
The High Desert CWC (HDCWC) will present this event at no charge
to CWC members wishing to attend.
Visit www.hdcwc.com for more information and the link to this
program. You may also sign on with this link:
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86220784034?
pwd=TThCMWhyc0FYbjRid1JmUnZiWit6Zz09
Meeting ID: 862 2078 4034
Passcode: 375034
One tap mobile
+16699006833,,86220784034#,,,,*375034# US (San Jose)
+12532158782,,86220784034#,,,,*375034# US (Tacoma)
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Annual Great Valley Bookfest in Manteca returns
CWCer’s Go to the Fair!
By Linda Champion

On October 9th my husband, Ken, and I got up early and
headed for The Great Valley Bookfest in Manteca,
California. Would this be a worthwhile event, complete
with people? We really didn’t know what to expect. But
like a lot of things in life, you just have to take a chance
sometimes. Ken and I would be representing the California Writers
Club, Sacramento, along with other club members, Kimberly A.
Edwards (our President!) and Gloria Pierrot-Dyer (First Vice President,
Programs).
After 1 ½ hours on the road, Ken and I arrived at the fair, which was
held outside the Promenade Shops at Orchard Valley in Manteca. We
quickly unloaded our tent, table, chairs and all the other things that
make up our little business enterprise. Teenagers in orange-colored
tee shirts helped us set up our booth. By 10:00 a.m. we were ready to
go, along with over one hundred other vendors.
Then a parade, led by musicians and mascots from local schools,
marched by with costumed people representing their favorite books. It reminded me of
earlier days when the circus would come to town.
Customers lined up in front of our booth, attracted to our fairy tale costumes and festively
decorated book jackets. Ken added to the interest by playing tunes on his harmonica. A
definite crowd pleaser!
Among our many booth browsers was Craig Sanders of the Stockton Record, who asked us
questions about our books and then took our picture.
Later, I took a stroll down the long lines of author booths, touching base with familiar
writing pals and making new ones. There were slam poetry performances, author talks,
book signings, writer forums, publishing workshops, arts and crafts,
gourmet food, and a kid’s zone, featuring dance demonstrations,
martial arts, balloon sculpting, and a bounce house. Something for
everyone!
Later that day, I met up with fellow CWCer’s,
Kimberly and Gloria. We were the 2:00 p.m.
show at the Writer’s Nook. Our topic was
From Dream to Published Author. Kimberly
started off with a talk entitled Yes, You Can!
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She shared several helpful hints with the group of aspiring writers assembled before us.
They included a daily reading of that writer’s genre and other genres, attending read-aloud
sessions, and joining a good critique group.
My portion of the presentation, Ten Tips for the Writer,
included reading Stephen King’s book, On Writing, and Mark
Levine’s The Fine Print of Self -Publishing. In addition, I
stressed the importance of writing from what you know and
love.
Lastly, Gloria’s presentation gave details on self-publishing,
including the importance of setting a budget for your book
project and where to find a good editor and designer. All of us
recommended that our audience members consider joining the
CWC, Sacramento!
After our presentation, I hurried back to our booth to help Ken with book sales. Happily,
they went on until the last minute!
Then, like one of my fairy tales, the teenage helpers in the orange-colored tee shirts
suddenly reappeared, helping us tear down our booth to put everything back into our car.
Amazingly, we were just in the nick of time to meet our favorite writing pal, Kathy Boyd
Fellure, and her husband, Joe, who were waiting patiently for us at a nearby restaurant.
What a fun day at the fair!

Linda and Ken
Champion were
captured on camera
by the Stockton
newspaper. They
attended the
bookfest with Kim
Edwards and
Gloria PierrotDyer. All of them
were there to display
and sell their books,
and to speak on a
writers’ panel.
Linda’s article about
the event appears
above.
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Kenneth and Linda
Champion talk with Joan
Griffin of Colfax. Griffin was
part of the Gold Country
writers having a discussion
Oct. 9 at the annual Great
Valley Bookfest at the
Promenade Shops at
Orchard Valley in Manteca.
CRAIG SANDERS/FOR THE
STOCKTON RECORD

Ten Tips for the Writer!
By Linda Champion
Champion Writing Creations, LLC
Board Member, California Writers Club Sacramento
1. Read Stephen King’s book, On Writing, and Mark Levine’s on The Fine Print of Self-Publishing!
2. Write what you love. For me, it is the fairy tale.
3. When writing your first draft, write with total abandon! Don’t worry about crossing t’s, etc. Get
in the zone!
4. Invest in heavy-duty, high-quality editing.
5. Read your written copy aloud, especially the dialogue. Check for flow and smoothness.
6. Join a critique group! If one doesn’t work for you, try another.
7. Keep in mind, a book IS judged by its cover. Aim for an eye-catching jacket. Make sure your
interior is also effective, one that works well with the overall look of your book.
8. Carefully select your publisher. Don’t wait for that one-in-a-million book deal. Consider selfpublishing! Self-published books ARE accepted at your local bookstore.
9. Promote your book whenever you can and get others to help you. Advertise on social media!
10. BEST TIP: Join your local branch of the California Writers Club! We are from the CWC
Sacramento Branch! See us at www.SacramentoWriters.org.

FUN FEEDBACK AT OCTOBER OPEN READING
There were no spooky stories but we heard plenty of tales read by our Sac CWC writers. The Open
Reading was hosted on Zoom by John Patterson on October 21. When asked why people read, John
said, ”Because they want to get their work out there. Also, they hear what people think of it.”
This Zoom event started with a reading by Kenneth Champion. He chose two seasonal pieces from his
new book, Images—A Collection of Poetry, Prose, and More. His first piece celebrated Thanksgiving
and his second piece celebrated Christmas with “kitchen spice.” He was followed by Barb Chandler’s
flash memoir piece, “A Distant Christmas Message.” Her imagery of the cold reminded us of winter yet
to come. Gloria Galloway’s “Summer’s End”, dealt with an unimaginable loss.
Linda Champion read from her second fairy tale book, More Fairy Tales for Life, with an astute and
magical observation in “The Ugly Fairy.” Marcia Ehinger showed us first-hand what devastation looks
like with the images she depicted in “Hurricane Aftermath: Galveston and Ike.” John Patterson
provided an example of why one car brand became so popular, reading from “The Green Studebaker.”
The writers enjoyed hearing the listeners’ comments, each asking questions of the others. This was
informative and entertaining, and not a critique group. The writers were able to ascertain quickly what
the listeners responded to. Plan on reading and/or listening at our next event. Check future
newsletters and our website for more information and announcements.
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Whose Mouth Do I Speak With
By Suzanne Rancourt
I can remember my father bringing home spruce gum.
He worked in the woods and filled his pockets
with golden chunks of pitch.
For his children
he provided this special sacrament
and we'd gather at this feet, around his legs,
bumping his lunchbox, and his empty thermos rattled
inside.
Our skin would stick to Daddy's gluey clothing
and we'd smell like Mumma's Pine Sol.
We had no money for store bought gum
but that's all right.
The spruce gum
was so close to chewing amber
as though in our mouths we held the eyes of Coyote
and how many other children had fathers
that placed on their innocent, anxious tongue
the blood of tree?

Poetry
Corner

From Billboard in the Clouds by Suzanne Rancourt, ©
2004.

Ms. Rancourt is of Abenaki/Huron descent. She is a multimodal Expressive Arts Therapist with graduate degrees and
certifications in psychology, creative writing, drug and
alcohol recovery. She is also an Amherst Writers & Artists
Affiliate and trainer. Her first book of poetry, Billboard in
the Clouds, Curbstone Press, received the Native Writers’
Circle of the Americas First Book Award. Her
second, murmurs at the gate, Unsolicited Press, released
May 2019. Old Stones, New Roads, Main Street Rag
Publishers, released 2021. Her 4th manuscript is scheduled
for release Autumn 2023. Ms. Rancourt is a US Marine Corps
and Army Veteran who continues to serve as a Mentor for the
Saratoga County Veterans’ Peer to Peer program.

Suzanne Rancourt

November has been Native American Heritage month since 1990. (President Calvin
Coolidge proclaimed the first American Indian Day in 1915.) See poets.org for more
selections.
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Anthem
Song by Leonard Cohen (released 1992)

The birds they sang
At the break of day
Start again
I heard them say
Don't dwell on what has passed away
Or what is yet to be
Ah, the wars they will be fought again
The holy dove, she will be caught again
Bought and sold, and bought again
The dove is never free
Ring the bells that still can ring
Forget your perfect offering
There is a crack, a crack in everything
That's how the light gets in
We asked for signs
The signs were sent
The birth betrayed
The marriage spent
Yeah, and the widowhood
Of every government
Signs for all to see
I can't run no more
With that lawless crowd
While the killers in high places
Say their prayers out loud
But they've summoned, they've summoned up

A thundercloud
They're going to hear from me
Ring the bells that still can ring
Forget your perfect offering
There is a crack, a crack in everything
That's how the light gets in
You can add up the parts
But you won't have the sum
You can strike up the march
There is no drum
Every heart, every heart
To love will come
But like a refugee
Ring the bells that still can ring
Forget your perfect offering
There is a crack, a crack in everything
That's how the light gets in
Ring the bells that still can ring
Forget your perfect offering
There is a crack, a crack in everything
That's how the light gets in
That's how the light gets in
That's how the light gets in

Leonard Norman Cohen (September 21, 1934 – November 7,
2016) was a Lithuanian-Canadian singer-songwriter, poet, and
novelist. His work explored religion, politics, isolation, depression,
sexuality, loss, death and romantic relationships. Cohen was
inducted into the Canadian Music Hall of Fame, the Canadian
Songwriters Hall of Fame, and the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. He
was invested as a Companion of the Order of Canada, the nation's
highest civilian honor. In 2011, Cohen received one of the Prince of
Asturias Awards for literature and the ninth Glenn Gould Prize.
(Wikipedia)
The refrain for this poem / song was mentioned in the keynote
address at the Elk Grove Writers Conference on October 9, 2021.
Leonard Cohen
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CWC Sacramento Monthly Meeting
via Zoom
Saturday, October 16, 2021
“Finding the Raw and Real Story within
Nonfiction”
With Scott Thomas Anderson, Veteran
Award-Winning Journalist & Producer
By Marcia Ehinger
Scott began his presentation by telling us that his focus would
be on nonfiction: memoirs, longform literary journalism or
literary nonfiction, such as complicated magazine writing or
books. He has spent fifteen years writing for newspapers and
magazines, and producing audio documentaries and videos. A
key piece of advice to us was that if a writer is trying to fold the
messiness of real life into a tidy narrative, a lot can go wrong.
We are a storytelling species according to Scott, who feels like we have innately sophisticated readers
out there. In writing about real events, we need to find the most authentic, raw, emotional part. This
may sound easy, but humans have found gratification from mirroring or parroting each other. Social
media has created a dimension-free hollowness. There are pitfalls in nonfiction of copying other
frameworks. Structure is important, but we need to stay away from the tropes or motifs that are
expected in fiction. The opening of the piece should be the “ultimate temperature check for the most
visceral story”. It can set the stage for the structure that will be used.
Scott gave us examples of how to write. His online article that is read the most is titled “Blood on the
Tracks.” It covers the murder of a young teen who hopped trains, hoping for adventure. Scott looked
into a four-year murder investigation, trial, and imprisonment. He then looked for an opening that
would be the most visceral, resonant part of the story, without copying another author. When the last
defendant was being sentenced, a letter was read from the victim’s twin brother. He said that he
couldn’t look into a mirror anymore because the face he saw looked like his dead brother. Scott
realized that there could be no other moment like this one, and used it to open and anchor his article.
Another example is “Midnight Burning” which is also a crime case. Scott went over 3 ½ years of
investigation, reconstructing evidence, settings, and the players. There were many twists and turns as
the investigators built their case. Two men had randomly picked, killed, and burned a couple of people
in a random driveway. The homeowner saw flames through the window and ran out to put out a
presumed tree fire. When the man recounted what he saw, Scott knew that he had the opening to the
story.
The third example was from Scott’s popular documentary podcast, “Drinkers with Writing Problems”. In
Scott’s stories, he travels to different cities in the world to examine the dead writers and drinking
culture of each place. Season 1, Episode 4, “Los Angeles Relics of Old Hollywood” opens with the
famous murder case of the Black Dahlia, an unsolved crime. Scott really felt pressure to be original,
since more than 300 books plus television shows and other works have covered this event. He noted
that Raymond Chandler, the writer of crime fiction, wrote a screenplay called “Blue Dahlia”, and his
title was used to refer to the mysterious victim. Chandler also drank at the Biltmore Hotel, an L.A.
landmark which the Black Dahlia visited shortly before her untimely end.
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Q&A: Scott was asked how he managed to have successful stories about the cases mentioned above.
He said that he was the only reporter who stuck with the story after the body was found. He went to
every court appearance, had conversations with the investigators and attorneys, and got to know
people involved in the justice system. He learned to put his readers into the shoes of the detectives
investigating the cases, and came to understand the personalities of the people involved.
Another question involved using true life events in a fictional story. Scott cautioned that it might be
wise to consult at attorney about legal ramifications. If a person is still identifiable in a story, there
could be a lawsuit for libel or defamation of character, resulting in the author paying damages.
Mark Heckey asked what to do in creative nonfiction or memoir when you don’t have transcripts of
letters with actual statements by someone, only recollection or hearsay. Scott said that he usually has
recorded interviews or transcripts in his materials that he can quote for dialogue. He noted that other
writers could paraphrase or put a qualifier in a statement, such as “so and so remembers it this way”.

First Friday Networking Zoom Meeting
October 1, 2021
“Writing by the Seat of My Pants: From
Memoir to Mysteries—
My Pantser Writing Journey” with Laura
Jensen Walker
By Marcia Ehinger
Laura is a local girl, who declared that she wanted to write books in the
first grade. She majored in journalism at Sac State and was the
Sacramento Bee “Neighbors” section writer for Yolo, Rocklin, and
Roseville. She is a self-described “pantser”--someone who flies by the
seat of her pants, or follows “write as you go” to get things done. Her
husband is the opposite, a methodical planner or “plotter”. Despite their
differences, they wrote a book together, titled God Rest Ye Grumpy Scroogy Old Men.
When she started writing, Laura showed up each day with an outline. About halfway through her
book, she threw away the outlines and became comfortable with just showing up and sitting down to
write. Laura wrote 17 books in 12 years, primarily humorous nonfiction. Then, she took an 11-year
sabbatical from writing while she had a state job which provided a steady income and health
insurance.
She enjoyed reading fiction and decided to switch genres. Afraid, and not sure where to start, she
took a one-week fiction writing class. There she was told, “Before you begin, know how you will end.”
With the end in mind, she could write in that direction. Laura moved into “chick lit” (women’s fiction)
and “cozy” mysteries with twisty plots. Cozy mysteries often include crafting or cooking and don’t
have much gore or violence. Laura’s fears about writing came back when she started writing
mysteries, so she went to Barnes & Noble and got cozy mysteries to read. Her first written chapter
focused on an interior decorator. Then, she switched her main character’s occupation to pastor, which
her agent preferred. Laura added in her own life experience with breast cancer and made her
character single and attractive.
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A breast cancer survivor of 29 years, Laura “went flat” a few years
ago (had her second mastectomy). Her memoir, Thanks for the
Mammogram, got a new cover in 2000. It features “Nipples of Venus”
cupcakes, which were served at her “Bye-Bye Boobies” party. A
compelling heartfelt memoir must be honest and transparent.
However, to have a traditionally published memoir these days, you
need to be a celebrity and / or have 40,000 Twitter followers.
Laura says that her fist book deals were made by submitting three
chapters, a synopsis, and a proposal. Now, she needs to submit a
complete book. Her first cozy mystery was rejected, so she hired a
developmental editor and paid $1,000. The editor said that her
murderer “didn’t work”. However, after editing, she was offered a
three-book deal.
Q&A: Laura was asked about her writing routine. She has always
written early in the morning, when it is quiet. Now that she is retired,
she walks, makes tea, and begins around 7 a.m. She writes 7 to 8
hours a day, and sometimes on weekends. She feels that even those
who think they have “no time” should carve out at least 15 minutes a day. If you love it, you make the
time. Author Mary Higgins Clark was widowed with 5 children, so she got up at 5 a.m. each morning in
order to write.
To eliminate “creaky dialogue”, read your whole book aloud, especially the dialogue. Feel the
rhythm; check for cliches and redundancy.
Tips that Laura learned from journalism: Make the editor love you. Take a basic journalism class.
Use the 5 Ws+1 H in the first paragraph, or the lead. [who, what, where, why, when+ how] Make the
important parts fast, tight, and clean. No misspelled words. Not too many adjectives or adverbs; be
judicious. Check your work before you turn it in.
See: laurajensenwalker.com

The Elk Grove Writers Conference
October 9, 2021, at the Elk Grove Community Center
By Marcia Ehinger
The Elk Grove Writers Guild began its 2021 all-day conference on a breezy fall day. Joey Garcia was
the keynote speaker. Most of the nine presenters were CWC Sacramento members. There were also
opportunities to pitch to an agent (Jennifer Chen Tran, who has been a meeting speaker) or consult
with an editor (Gini Grossenbacher, also a member). Our branch sponsored the continental breakfast,
and there was a break for lunch—away, or at the venue’s very nice small café. Indoors, there was a
place to purchase presenters’ books while they were speaking. Outdoors, there was a book fair with
activities and vendors, some of whom were CWC Sacramento and Mt. Diablo members and past
speakers.
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After the welcome by Chuck Woods, Joey Garcia began her address – off the cuff, since she was
unable to project her PowerPoint slides. She opened with a quote from Leonard Cohen’s song /poem
“Anthem” which has a refrain with the line, “There is a crack…in everything. That’s how the light gets
in.” This was meant as a reminder that we may try to be perfect, but there are always flaws in
ourselves and our works; however, we can shine a positive light on those things. [The poem is
featured in this issue’s Poetry Corner.]
Joey told us that she lost seventy-five percent of her income in three-days’ time during the pandemic.
She had been at the Sacramento News & Review for 24 years. However, she had wanted more time to
write, so she turned a crisis into an opportunity. After getting back on her feet as a speaker, author,
and teacher, she now has regular television appearances as the FOX News local affiliate relationship
segment reporter.
Today is the next chapter in book publishing according to Joey. In 2020, book sales increased
dramatically. People were indoors and requests for travel books declined, but home décor and
gardening topics were in demand. Independent bookstores which could deliver books did well, in spite
of Amazon’s size. Print and audio book purchases soared. E-books became the least favorite format
(and, from Joey’s experience, they do not lead to television interviews for the authors).
Joey has been busy with the Creative Artists Agency (sports and talent agency in Los Angeles), which
now specializes in books going to film. She says that Netflix and Amazon are always looking for
content. In addition, agents are tired of getting queries and want to find a new way to get paid – not
just when books are sold to publishers. Reddit votes up and down have become a way to rate new
material, according to audience preferences. (Reddit is an online networking community where
members can submit various creative products–writing, videos, images, text posts—and viewers can
vote their approval or disapproval.)
So, Joey agrees that authors need networks and platforms to sell books, and says that interviews
increase ratings. Both authors and agents need to become entrepreneurs to find out where books can
be sold or where they will fit in the marketplace. “Collaborative publishing” is a new term for vanity or
hybrid publishers who offer a variety of services to authors, for a fee, but allow the writer to retain
control of the finished product. However, the author needs to set aside money for publicity and find
creative ways to promote the writing. There can be cross promotion (e.g. not-for-profit group or
interest group promotes book with similar interest, such as dogs, homeless people, domestic violence)
or product exchange (e.g., package book with another product, such as cookbook with ingredient /
food basket). Public radio and local television interviews can be helpful. The writer’s podcast, or an
interview on another podcast, can get the word out. Where do your readers spend their time? Will
they come to your website, your Facebook page, or another place or
platform? When platform building is done right, the media and
agents will hear about you and your work and come to you.
Other presentations at the conference:
Dorothy Rice: Truth in Memoir
Kathy Marshall: How to Organize Your Manuscript for Self-Publication
Michael Brandt: Interviewing witnesses, suspects, police, doctors and
patients
Janet McHenry: Conflict
Janifer Rowe: Point of View
Amy Rogers: Writing a Thriller – Tips and Tricks
ML Hamilton: How to Become a Mystery Writer
Margaret Duarte: Getting Started with ACX: Audiobooks
Cheryl Stapp: Business End of Writing and Selling Books
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STORYTELLING LIVE ON ZOOM
Andrew Laufer and John Patterson have been telling their stories in the Sacramento area, live
and on Zoom. John practices his stories and loves the audience reactions. He uses the feedback
to gauge interest in the various events that populate his planned--and hopefully forthcoming-memoir. John will be telling a story November 6th at 5 p.m. If you want to hear some local story
tellers, click here to register for a Zoom ticket. https://capitalstorytelling.com/november2021open-mic/
Currently, Capital Storytelling is involved in a major fundraiser which will support their
offerings, including more scholarships and outreach.
https://chuffed.org/project/capitalstorytelling2022
John has worked with Capital Storytelling for a few years. A
number of other Sac-CWC members have been involved as
well. Their workshops feature different aspects of
storytelling. Through workshopping, many storytellers
become comfortable with their story, as well as with sharing
it. Besides Oral Storytelling, they offer workshops for
Comedic, Radio, and Podcasting storytelling. You can have
fun learning from others and should consider sharing your
true stories. We’re not all the same. That’s why there are so
many books out there!

Did you know?
The Nonfiction Writers Conference has been held entirely online since 2010. Yes, we were
ahead of the times. And we were the first to deliver an online conference exclusively for
nonfiction writers. Since we’ve been hosting NFWC for over a decade, you can be assured we
know how to deliver an effective online event. You can still join in on November 4 and 5, 2021.
Go to: nonfictionwritersconference.com
Find out why NFWC attendees return year after year! Attending the Nonfiction Writers
Conference will help you:
• Sort through the noise and find the best publishing path for YOU.
• Identify book marketing methods with a proven track record.
• Uncover business and revenue opportunities.
• Learn what it takes to build a powerful platform.
• Establish yourself as a thought leader in your field.
• Craft a plan to reach your goals.
Stephanie Chandler is the creator of the Nonfiction Writers Association and the Nonfiction
Writers Conferences, which are held twice a year. She has spoken a number of times at CWC
Sacramento meetings.
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CWC Sacramento CLUB Positions
FY 2021-2022
Officers
Interim President: Kimberly A. Edwards
Kimberlyedwards00@comcast.net
First Vice-President/Programs: Gloria Pierrot-Dyer
qquill76@gmail.com
Second Vice-President/Membership: Jenifer Rowe
jenifererowe@gmail.com
Secretary: John Patterson
2johnpatterson@gmail.com
Treasurer: Karen Terhune
koyotesky@gmail.com
Board of Directors
Linda Champion, Outreach
championwritingcreations@comcast.net
Marcia Ehinger, Newsletter Content Editor
mehinger@comcast.net
Jenifer Rowe, Webmaster and E-blast Coordinator
Gloria Pierrot-Dyer (First VP, Programs)
John Patterson, Critique Groups and Beta Readers Coordinator
Consultants to the Board
Larry Mandelberg, Writers’ Mastermind Facilitator
larry@mandelberg.biz
Mark Heckey, Publicity Chair
mheckey@comcast.net
Club Positions
Rosi Hollinbeck, Newsletter Layout Editor
Linda Champion, First Friday Program Coordinator
Judith Presnall, Contest Coordinator
(Cheryl Stapp, First Friday In-Person Meeting Facilitator)
(Ray & Maryann Blain, Saturday Meeting In-Person Registration)
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